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Rendering of 154 Greyrock

154 GREYROCK APARTMENTS APPROVED
In late July, the Stamford Zoning Board unanimously authorized developer RMS
Companies’ plan for an eight-story, 228-unit apartment building with ground floor amenity
space at one of the last vacant lots in the Downtown. On the corner of Greyrock Place and
Broad Street, 154 Greyrock will have about 19 apartments offered at a below-market rate.
Furthermore, the complex will host 8,000 sq. feet of office space, at least some of which
will be occupied by RMS Companies. RMS is an award-winning real estate firm that has
over 25 years of experience in developing luxury residential, hospitality, and commercial
buildings in Connecticut, New York, and New Jersey. To compensate for the trees that will
be lost from construction, RMS has agreed to work with the City’s Land Use Bureau to
plant 15 trees both on and off of the property. According to the agreement, the plan is “to
maximize the number of trees planted at the development site” and the rest to be
distributed throughout Stamford Downtown.
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The Arrival
of the GumBuster

A Stamford Downtown Ambassador
using the GumBuster

Stamford Downtown and its vendor Block-By-Block – have worked
together to purchase a GumBuster. As the name suggests, a GumBuster
will help Stamford Downtown to address a challenge common in
Downtown settings; the remnants of chewing gum that has been spit-out
or thrown on the ground. Chewing gum that is carelessly discarded
presents a clear, negative impact on the aesthetic of sidewalks and
leaves pedestrians with the impression that sidewalk cleaning is not
taken seriously. The GumBuster uses high-pressure steam and cleaning
solution to dissolve the gum remnant in mere seconds. As described by
the company, the GumBuster method is gentle to the surface and safe
for the environment. It is extremely effective and yet completely nontoxic. Our GumBuster uses 4-8 gallons of water per day without
disrupting normal business operations compared to power washing,
which can use up to 8,000 gallons of water per day. Stamford Downtown
will supplement its regular power washing efforts with the GumBuster to
elevate the cleanliness of Downtown sidewalks further improving the
pedestrian environment.
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For more information, click here.
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